
 
 

2018 Upper School Summer Reading Book Choices 
 

 Title Author Description Best for 
grades 

1 Spy School Stuart Gibbs Mystery 
Twelve-year-old Ben Ripley leaves his public 
middle school to attend the CIA's highly 
secretive Espionage Academy, which 
everyone is told is an elite science school. 
 

6-7 

2 Bad Beginning  Lemony 
Snicket 
 

Dark humor 
After the sudden death of their parents, the 
three Baudelaire children must depend on 
each other and their wits when it turns out that 
the distant relative who is appointed their 
guardian is determined to use any means 
necessary to get their fortune. 

6-7 

3 All’s Faire in Middle School Victoria 
Jamieson 

Graphic novel, Friendship, Family life 
Homeschooled by Renaissance Fair 
enthusiasts, eleven-year-old Imogene has a 
hard time fitting in when her wish to enroll in 
public school is granted. 

6-7 

4 Doll Bones Holly Black Adventure, Ghost story 
Zach, Alice, and Poppy, friends from a 
Pennsylvania middle school who have long 
enjoyed acting out imaginary adventures with 
dolls and action figures, embark on a real-life 
quest to Ohio to bury a doll made from the 
ashes of a dead girl. 

6-9 

5 Wonderstruck Brian Selznick Graphic novel 
Having lost his mother and his hearing in a 
short time, twelve-year-old Ben leaves his 
Minnesota home in 1977 to seek the father he 
never knew in New York City, and meets 
there Rose, who is also longing for something 
missing from her life. Ben's story is told in 
words; Rose's in pictures. 

6-9 

6 Booked Kwame 
Alexander 

Verse, Soccer, Reading 
Twelve-year-old Nick loves soccer and hates 
books, but soon learns the power of words as 
he wrestles with problems at home, stands up 
to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his 
dreams. 

6-9 

7 The Sea of Monsters Rick Riordan Mythology, Friendship 
Demi-god Percy Jackson and his friends must 
journey into the Sea of Monsters to save their 
camp. But first Percy will discover a secret 
that makes him wonder whether being 
claimed as Poseidon's son is an honor or a 

6-9 



cruel joke. 

8 The Sun is Also a Star Nicola Yoon Relationships, Immigration 
A scientifically minded girl who avoids 
relationships to help keep her family from 
being deported and a dutiful student who 
endeavors to live up to his parents' high 
expectations unexpectedly fall in love and 
must determine which path they will choose in 
order to be together. 

7-9 

9 Boy in the Striped Pajamas John Boyne Historical fiction,Holocaust 
Bored and lonely after his family moves from 
Berlin to a place called "Out-With" in 1942, 
Bruno, the son of a Nazi officer, befriends a 
boy in striped pajamas who lives behind a 
wire fence. 

7-9 

10 Bitter Side of Sweet Tara Sullivan Slavery, Child labor, Chocolate 
Frantically working to escape punishment by 
their overseers, Ivory Coast child slaves 
Amadou and Seydou befriend a slave 
newcomer whose constant attempts to 
escape compel the brothers to plan their own 
flight. 

7-9 

11 Murder on the Orient Express Agatha 
Christie 

Detective mystery, Suspense 
On a three-day journey through the 
snowbound Balkan hills, Hercule Poirot must 
weed through an array of international 
suspects to find the passenger who murdered 
a gangster on the Orient Express 

7-9 

12 Challenger Deep Neal 
Shusterman 

Mental illness, Metaphor 
A teenage boy struggles with schizophrenia. 

8-9 

13 Uglies  Scott 
Westerfeld 

Science fiction, Dystopian, Beauty 
In Tally's world, everyone gets to be 
transformed from ugly to gorgeous on their 
sixteenth birthday, but Tally's friend Shay 
would rather risk life on the outside than be 
operated on, and when she runs away, the 
authorities make Tally find her friend and turn 
her in.  

8-9 

15 Armada Ernest Cline Science fiction, Thriller 
Struggling to complete his final month of high 
school only to glimpse a UFO that exactly 
resembles an enemy ship from his favorite 
video game, Zack Lightman questions his 
sanity before becoming one of millions of 
gamers tasked with protecting the Earth 
during an alien invasion. 

8-9 

15 Shoe Dog Phil Knight Memoir, Business, Sporting goods 
In this candid and riveting memoir, Nike 
founder and CEO Phil Knight shares the 
inside story of the company's early days as an 
intrepid start-up and its evolution into one of 
the world's most iconic, game-changing, and 
profitable brands. 

8-9 

 


